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ForEword

 

Dear reader,

Energy transition is a key for Europe and the world to open our ways towards a sustainable 
future. And, cities and municipalities are at the heart of this transition. With their unique role as 
consumers and service providers, planners, developers and regulators, producers and suppliers 
as well as motivators, facilitators and role models, municipalities have an outstanding ability to 
shape their energy future.  

People and their governments all over Europe are recognizing the need to take action. All 
countries in South East Europe, within the European Union or within the Energy Community, 
have committed themselves towards the European Energy and Climate Protection targets; this 
means reducing their primary energy consumption and increasing the share of renewables in 
the energy mix.

As a way to implement national commitments, national governments in South East Europe have 
transferred obligations towards municipalities in the field of energy efficiency. However, even 
beforehand a remarkable number of municipalities have kick-started the energy transition within 
their jurisdiction; many of them in the framework of the municipal climate protection initiative 
Covenant of Mayors. In this way, these municipalities have aligned themselves with their global 
responsibility to mitigate climate change, but also to be first in activating its potentials and 
reaping the multiple social, economic and environmental benefits for their citizens. Even though 
a number of municipalities in South East Europe are already quite advanced in reforming their 
energy systems, which is visible in many tangible outcomes, this process has not yet taken hold 
on a broader basis in most of the countries. 
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The Open Regional Fund for South East Europe – Energy Efficiency – ORF-EE – implemented by the 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit – GIZ – and financed by the Federal German 
Ministry for Economic Development and Cooperation, has been operative for more than five years. 
The ORF-EE is supporting the cross-border exchange and development of independent capacities of 
actors in South East Europe, which are able to contribute significantly towards an energy transition 
within their countries. One example is the support given towards the Network of Energy Efficient 
Capital Cities in South East Europe as regards their engagement within the Covenant of Mayors 
and their regional cooperation. At the same time the ORF-EE closely collaborates with the Energy 
Community, providing support towards the Energy Efficiency Coordination Group. Furthermore, 
the ORF-EE supports the Network of Schools for Political Studies in South East Europe to provide 
support towards lawmakers and a productive political dialogue within the national parliaments.

Acknowledging the progress many Croatian municipalities have achieved in recent years and on the 
basis of the successful work the North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency is achieving within 
this sphere, the ORF-EE asked for a compilation and reflection of success factors for Local Energy 
Transition in South East Europe. This is a base from which to reflect the work of the ORF-EE.

We hope that this brochure can contribute to the current discourse on how to effectively promote 
energy efficiency and renewable energies, and improve our understanding of what needs to be 
done to empower municipalities to engage in this process in a serious and self-sustaining manner. 

Reflecting the experiences and good practices we have gained through the cooperation with our 
partner networks, we would like to highlight three conclusions that – in our eyes – are crucial 
when discussing how to ensure sustainable progress in any energy transition, but are not very 
visible in terms of tangible outcomes: 

1. Energy transition means Capacity Development – the base of all successfully implemented 
projects and programs are independently functioning institutional capacities in terms of 
organisational structures, quality and efficiency of cooperation, clear decision-making 
procedures, and individual capacities. 

2. Higher impact through Multi-Level-Governance – effective vertical coordination mechanisms 
between national, (regional) and local level are essential for formulating and implementing 
a coherent and viable energy strategy for the whole country. National governments need to 
better acknowledge the realities and needs of municipalities when shaping the regulatory 
environment and accompany these policies with adequate support schemes. On the other 
hand, municipalities must improve their collective bargaining capacities and better advocate 
their needs towards national governments and international donors.

3. Speeding up progress through exchange of experiences – existing good practices in the 
region should to be more effectively disseminated and peer-to-peer learning fostered among 
municipalities within and between countries. Special emphasis shall be given to proven local 
solutions adjusted to the specific contexts and development levels of the municipalities in the 
region.

We wish you an inspiring read!

Yours truly,

Johannes Elle        Benjamin Struss

Sector Fund Manager        Deputy Sector Fund Manager

 Deutsche gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit (giZ) gmbH
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This paper focus is on South-East Europe, namely Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Croatia, FYR of Macedonia, Kosovo, Moldova, 
Montenegro, Serbia and Ukraine as well as Turkey for its unique 
position and importance. Many successful local governments 
could be highlighted in South-East Europe where the leaders have 
governed and guided their communities to accept the energy 
transition leading to the many benefits. In contrast, there are many 
more examples of local governments in this area which have been 
unable to develop sustainable energy policies. 

The paper considers energy transition encompasses a reorientation 
of policy from demand to supply and a shift from centralized 
to distributed generation based on renewable energy sources, 
significant increase of overall energy efficiency but also – in a 
broader sense, an easier access to energy for all. This means public 
wind farms, solar parks that can involve ownership of many citizens 
or municipal utilities which can benefit citizens directly financially 
or through creation of value locally that minimizes capital outflows 
from a region or local community.

renewable energy makes people 
happy. young family near Karlovac, 
croatia proudly presenting their new 
solar water heating system.  
(Photo courtesy of REGEA)

Zagreb energy week – 
exhibition at the  

Jelačić square  
(Photo courtesy of REGEA)
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introduction

The local governments (cities and municipalities) have the key power to influence their citizens’ choices 
about energy-related solutions. In that regard, several leading and progressive cities and municipalities 
have already made innovative decisions to enhance the use of renewable energy resources and improve 
energy efficiency within their geographic boundaries. Today, it is widely acknowledged that local 
governments should play a crucial role in mitigating the effects of climate change; it is considered that 
80% of energy consumption and CO

2
 emissions is associated with urban activity. The Covenant of Mayors, 

a well-known European cooperation movement, showed the real potential of actions performed by local 
governments when committing to increasing energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources 
on their territories. By their commitment, they support the European Union 20% CO

2
 reduction objective 

to be reached by 2020.

Many local governments in South-East Europe do not possess the necessary professional, administrative and 
financial means to plan and implement energy efficiency measures or projects utilizing renewable energy 
sources. At the same time, support schemes on the national level are underdeveloped or not sufficient. This 
paper presents efforts to support local governments in South-East Europe in strengthening their capacities 
for making their energy systems more sustainable, cost-effective and environmentally friendly. 

Most major world challenges - security of energy supply, investment/economic growth and climate change are 
connected. These are the top priority of almost every local and national government in the world. To ensure 
the quality of life expected by their citizens, and to improve it for most of South-East Europe countries, local 
governments need to apply a new economic and technical approach. Local governments have the authority 
to use their decision-making, legislative, financial, planning, educational and purchasing powers to encourage 
the greater deployment of energy efficiency and renewable energy systems within their boundaries. Only 
this can make energy transition possible, despite serious barriers which local governments in South-East 
Europe still face.
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rolE oF local govErnmEnts

Local authorities (cities and municipalities) have different characteristics, responsibilities, needs, size 
and capacity, and furthermore, large number of them has limited financial and technical resources. 
Therefore, tackling energy issues at the local level is very challenging process which requires adaptation 
of sustainable energy measures implementation according to the local characteristics. While the long-
term political commitment to engage in an energy transition is getting stronger, at the same time, there 
are still many municipalities in South-East Europe region that face the lack of capacities (both human 
and financial) to implement sustainable measures and projects. 

Simplified process of energy transition include:

   • Defining a vision (through political statement, declaration or similar);

   • Developing sound policies (municipal, regional and national plans, procedures and regulations 
that affect energy and climate issues) – many South-East Europe countries still have to set a clear 
framework to steer its energy and climate goals and to set their policies;

   • Making partnerships and ensuring key support (e.g. from energy or development agencies, 
consultants, etc.);

   • Early stage involvement of citizens (communication, mobilisation, participation);

   • Demonstration or flagship projects (leading by example) – projects in area of the local authority’s 
own buildings and facilities, vehicle fleet, etc.;

   • Capacity building – investing the necessary human and financial resources;

   • Wider scale implementation – involvement of entrepreneurs and industry (local, regional, national);

   • Systematic evaluation of impacts and determination of progress towards the objective.

Many examples of good practice on translating policy into action come from Croatia where local governments 
recognised that at the local level the energy transition can bring many benefits. It all started with a clear vision of 
sustainable development including firm political commitment at the highest level. A key support in comparison 
between the vision and the regional authority’s current energy situation is provided by Croatian energy agencies. 
North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency is one of them which provide support for four Croatian counties. 
One of the brightest examples on investing in energy efficiency in public buildings was reconstruction of ten 
schools across Krapina-Zagorje County worth about 10 million kunas. School buildings have been renovated using 
innovative and energy- saving solutions with guaranteed performance and detailed technological specifications by 
the contractor what set out more than 0,7 million kunas annual savings. As the project achieved total energy saving 
of 31,75%, the European Investment Bank additionally supported the project with 15% loan reduction as a grant.

In order to meet the long term emission targets and lower energy consumption in any identified target 
sector, there is a need for a greater investment requiring major sustainable infrastructure. Local governments 
have legislative and purchasing power that they can use to implement measures in their own operations 
and in the wider community. With such capacity, local governments can become beacons for change in their 
region or country, demonstrating the effectiveness of policies and local action. And as early leaders among 
local governments take initiative, others can follow and improve upon the early efforts, replicating and 
implementing good practice and successful examples. 

Large majority of South-East Europe local governments cannot devote enough budgets to sustainable 
energy projects but many of them still make a great difference in terms of citizens’ motivation using proper 
communication in raising citizens’ levels of awareness on sustainable energy issues. Working with citizens 
gives the opportunity to local governments to take the lead in practical energy-saving investments requiring 
major sustainable infrastructure. Citizens usually provide a strong support to the energy transition process, 
as they sometimes want stronger action than what other levels of government would be able to support. It 
is already visible that sustainable energy agenda is very high on every political agenda in South-East Europe – 
both political parties and voters are appreciating this very much.
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Raising public awareness on renewable energy sources and rational use of energy is considered one of 
the main prerequisites for sustainable energy development in South-East Europe. The Zagreb Energy 
Week is a great example of public involvement in energy-related topics. A range of promotional and 
educational activities are organised every year with a main event comprising an exhibition of energy 
technologies at the central square in Zagreb.

Special attention should be given to education and training programs, especially for younger generation 
in order to adopt values regarding energy and environment protection from the early age. The children 
and youths have the largest potential to change their habits and encourage their families to do the 
same. Every effort spent to ensure their awareness and behavioural changes is needed in transition 
from an initial to a future sustainable energy state.

A common barrier preventing a more intensive process of energy transition is the lack of awareness 
and knowledge among the key stakeholders in economy, in society and in political spheres more 
generally. Improved awareness, combined with significant educational effort, could make a major 
difference. Education on sustainable energy at undergraduate and postgraduate levels is already 
often a component in engineering disciplines in various EU countries – this still has to be implemented 
on a larger scale in South-East Europe. A number of courses have been identified and should be 
focused on engineering and non-engineering aspects of sustainable energy, including agriculture, 
building services, climate change, design, economics, forestry, law, rural development, sustainable 
development and waste management. These broader approaches are critical and need to be promoted 
more strongly across South-East Europe.

Creating a Network of energy efficient cities in South Eastern Europe - Mayors of Zagreb, 
sarajevo, Freiburg im Breisgau and Deputy mayors of podgorica, skopje and tirana met at the 

sarajevo city Hall on thursday, 5th april 2012, to sign a memorandum on the understanding 
between their towns and giZ, the german institute for international cooperation that operates 

through the Energy Efficiency (oRf-EE) open Regional fund for the South Eastern Europe, on 
behalf of the german ministry for Economic cooperation and Development. (Photo courtesy of GIZ)
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drivErs and motivation bEhind 

EnErgy transition

The drivers and motivation for energy transition or more concretely for developing sustainable energy 
projects in local governments of South-East Europe can be structured as described below. In most 
cases these factors appear in combination.

(1) Natural potential (raw material) push. This applies to most renewable energy sources but mostly 
to wind, biomass and solar energy. Wind energy on Croatian coast or biomass heating plants in 
remote municipalities on FYR of Macedonia, Kosovo or Croatia are examples of successful push 
strategies.

(2) Market pull. Import of affordable energy efficiency equipment to Croatia but also other countries 
is facilitated by very suitable support from manufacturing companies. Good examples are numerous 
public lighting projects in Croatia where LED technology is taking over the market very rapidly. This 
leads to low investment and maintenance costs compared to other countries where these conditions 
are less favourable.

(3) Utilizing the established trade routes and business links. Most of the biomass trade between 
South-East Europe countries and the EU is performed in integration with the trade of forest products. 
The most obvious example are pellets which are the subject of large scale trade and export from 
Serbia to Italy, Slovenia, Greece and Bulgaria.

(4) Incentives and other financial support mechanisms. Incentives based on political decisions 
are a strong driver in South East Europe countries. This includes feed-in tariffs, grant subsidies 
or favourable loans. A good example is a boost of renewable energy applications in Croatia after 
establishment of national Environment protection and Energy Efficiency Fund.

(5) Being the first! or local pride is an important driver in South-East Europe countries. Sometimes 
political leaders or entrepreneurs with strong vision have had a leading role for the development 
sustainable energy project or overall energy transition.

(6) Keep money at home!  is another significant driver connected with positive perception of renewable 
energy sources as local and own sources of energy. 

(7) Unexpected accidents/opportunities. Ice storms, forest fires, etc. may lead to short term 
imbalances in the supply. Technical failures and other reasons for shut down cause disturbance in 
the user and in distribution systems. Such short term opportunities can lead to new trade patterns, 
some of which may remain also when the conditions return to normal. For example, the last 2013 ice 
storms in Croatia (Gorski kotar region) left a significant amount of wood (degraded forests) which 
can be used as a source of wood chips.

Biomass district heating 
plant in Livno - Bih  
(Photo courtesy of GIZ)
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

croatia: rEnEwablE EnErgy grants  

allowing sustainability in croatian  

houSEholDS – froM rEGIoNal SchEME to  
a NatIoNal proGraMME SuBSIDy SchEME
The Croatian project I can have solar collectors, too! is a good show case example of how a joint 
effort of  few municipalities in the beginning, can result in raised interest of population willing 
to invest in their households but with a wider reach – on a national level. The project commenced 
in three North-Western Croatian counties: Karlovac, Krapina-Zagorje and Zagreb County and 
represents the first project in this area aimed at encouraging households to install solar energy 
systems through a sustainable financing model to support the investments with 40% grants. The 
initiative and development of the project concept was made jointly by North-West Croatia Regional 
Energy Agency (REGEA) and the three counties. First systems were implemented in 2009 while the 
main funding came from county and national Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund 
budgets. The project was recognized on the EU level as well- ManagEnergy Local Action Award 
received and European Solar prize awarded in 2012.

Over the period of past five years, the initiative spread from the county level into a national 
programme for subsidizing private households in implementing RES. The area now covered by 
the programme includes 6 counties and several cities and municipalities - not only the mentioned 
counties in the North-Western part, but as well the north part (Međimurje County), the area of 
the City of Zagreb, spreading all the way to the far south coastal part (Konavle County). Today, 
the programme stands for one of the most recognized initiatives when it comes to RES projects in 
Croatia, with a high interest and response from citizens – year after year the number of interested 
participants to obtain the subsidies outgrows the amount of grants provided.

Over the years the scope of the programme grew wider – biomass heating systems, photo 
voltaics, geo-thermal heath pumps, external wall insulation and carpentry, were also subsidized 
together with solar thermal collectors. The implemented technology in the households is selected 
according to proven efficiency and technological simplicity. Participating citizens could choose the 
manufacturer that they preferred and received a refund after the installation had been completed. 
The grants proved key as they have significantly reduced investment payback periods. REGEA was 
also in charge of managing the scheme and inspecting the installed solar systems.

The main results measured in the area of Karlovac, Krapina-Zagorje and Zagreb County, which count 
up to installation of around 1000 renewable energy systems until 2013, include:

   • significant energy savings (estimated at 5000 MWh per year),

   • reduction of CO
2
 emissions (estimated at 1600 tonnes per year).

   • in an average household, looking at the installed solar systems, the costs of household for hot 
water have been reduced up to 65%. At least one quarter of the installed RES has been produced 
by local manufactures while they were also implemented by local companies – ensuring the 
money flow retained in the region. 

The Croatian programme showed that grants proved key to creating interest from the general 
public, while the accompanied strong media campaign was necessary to raise awareness on 
energy efficiency nation-wide.

solar roof in Karlovac county, croata (Photo courtesy of REGEA)
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BarrIErS aND polIcy rESpoNSE
South-East European countries face a number of challenges in implementation of energy transition, 
a process which is closely connected with another transition process – from planned to open market 
economy. These barriers may vary a great deal in terms of scope, relevance and how local governments 
in South-East Europe perceive them: 

(1) Economic barriers - competition of renewable energy with fossil fuels on a direct production cost basis 
(excluding externalities). Support systems like governmental RD&D programs, tax cuts and exemptions, 
investment subsidies, feed-in tariffs for renewable electricity, mandatory use of renewables or quotas 
only rarely exist in most of South-East Europe.

(2) Financial barriers. Limited financial capacity is a serious barrier for many local governments. In 
general, local government budgets due to limited territories/number of inhabitants are too low to 
enable serious investment projects. Unfavourable tax income position versus central governments 
adds to this important barrier. Further development should include developing legislation allowing 
municipalities to administer property and other taxes and improve their revenue-raising capacity in 
other ways, making revenue authority a permanent part of the municipalities’ resource base. Reliance 
on very limited budgets placed municipalities in a vulnerable position and unable to conduct larger 
investment projects.

(3) Social barriers can be specific for each particular renewable energy source or even energy efficiency 
activity but the most common are - lack of knowledge and information, long-term process of changing 
the behaviour, incorrect understanding of the real nature and all issues connected with sustainable 
energy, lack of interest and motivation, underestimation of small people power and influence.

(4) Capacity barriers. For most South-East Europe local governments a massive training and technical 
assistance to improve their administrative capabilities to be capable of developing the strong and 
innovative programs is still needed.

(5) Transparency barriers. Very often common problem in South-East Europe is low budget transparency 
which is not directly connected with energy transition but creates the overall unfavourable framework. 
Fundamentally, the transparency of the budget process depends on the strength of local democratic 
institutions. Active civic groups, clear rules for the financing of elections and political parties, a free and 
competitive press and an independent judiciary are all crucial to exposing and thereby discouraging 
lobbying or corruption in the budget-making process. 

(6) Technical barriers mostly belong to the fact that most of the energy efficiency and renewable energy 
equipment available today on a South-East Europe market is not being produced locally – it comes from 
import. However, problems with standardisation, logistics, technical knowledge needed for maintenance 
and operation are very limited.

(7) Logistical barriers are dominantly present in are of biomass utilisation - lack of technically mature 
pre-treatment technologies in compacting biomass at low cost to facilitate transportation. Local 
transportation by truck (both in biomass exporting and local supply) is a high cost factor, which can 
influence the overall energy balance and total biomass costs. Any market development will significantly 
reduce this barrier.

(8) Political consistency. The political dimension of energy transition is far more than just a set of effective 
policies – it involves political decisions made at the right time and in the right direction so to keep public 
attention focused on the issues of sustainability, to keep the flow of public and private investments 
in renewable energy projects and managing the conflicts that arise on the way. A significant barrier, 
in political regard, is caused by changes in the government in local administrations – newly appointed 
government is often to question already started projects of the previous administration interrupting 
their implementation and creating setbacks. Other important issue is tendency in making popular 
decisions of a general kind to ensure more votes from the electorate instead of necessary hard ones 
which would bring fruitful results only in the second mandate of governance. 
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(9) Land availability, deforestation and potential conflict with food production - still not a burning 
issue in South-East Europe but should be considered for the future. This especially applies to biomass 
and PV. Food security, i.e. production and access to food, would not probably be affected by large 
energy PV plants or biomass plantations if proper management and policies are put in place. However, 
in practice food availability is not the problem, but the lack of purchasing power of the poorer part of 
the population.

Finally, when it comes to barrier analysis in South-East Europe countries, one should also understand 
that this region is less advanced in its transition compared to well-functioning market economies. 
Dedication to well-functioning market oriented economy seems to be a precondition that would lead 
to energy transition. Measures to be taken in the process of overall energy sector reform included 
unbundling of state-owned integrated energy monopolies, liberalisation of energy markets and prices 
and establishment of independent regulatory bodies. 

promotional 
campaign – I can 

have solar collectors 
too!, municipality of 

Jelsa, croatia  
(Photo courtesy of 

REGEA)
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SocIal pErSpEctIVE of ENErGy 
transition

A process of energy transition requires a set of engineering solutions enabling utilization of renewable 
energy sources. However, public opinion is also an inevitable component in the successful implementation 
of the projects. There are several perspectives and aspects to be included in the analysis of future 
solutions:

   • Economic, 

   • Organisational, 

   • Cultural, 

   • Social.

The social implication is valuable as often decisive in promoting or, conversely, restrictive or even 
preventive in the implementation of renewable energy solutions.

Social and organisational aspects are closely related to the operation of different technology solutions 
introduced, but there are other aspects that are seemingly less closely related but can be a crucial driver 
in ensuring the wide implementation of renewable energy technical solutions. These aspects are social 
acceptance, adaptation to local contexts and especially complete absorption in the everyday life of 
community members. Without doubt, technology is the main driving force of the energy transition – but 
only with a blessing of the social, cultural and economic context in which it is introduced. Setting an example 
to follow through a successfully publicised project – seems to be the best way of creating a know-how 
transfer between regions and local authorities. To ensure a ripple effect the key thing is in creating public 
support (often preceded by a public communication and awareness raising campaign). Experiences show 
that, created by the action of promoters and other stakeholders, communication circuits and networks 
are likely to develop around eco-sustainable initiatives. The characteristics of this communication circuits 
are specific language forms (shift from technical to general form) and variety in communication tools (TV 
channels, web, newsletters, guided visits to technological sites, press campaigns, house-to-house visits). 
From the social aspect of energy transition – communication is the key.

Heat pump 
ground collector 
for kindergarten 
building – 
municipality of 
pokupsko, croatia  
(Photo courtesy of 
REGEA)
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

pEJa municipality, Kosovo: biomass  

hEatING for prIMary School IN DrElaJ

For heating of public buildings, biomass is an attractive option. This can certainly be stated for 
Republic of Kosovo, a country with a huge biomass potential. A country-wide forest inventory 
conducted during the 2003 – 2004, concluded total forest land area of 464.800 ha. Out of the total 
area 278.880 ha are classified as public forestlands and 185.920 ha as private forestlands. 

Having this in mind, it is of essential importance to find promising opportunities for implementation 
of biomass energy sources and energy efficiency measures in the building sector. A very bright 
example of how efforts of municipalities change the perception of the young population with the 
use of sustainable energy, is definitely a case of elementary school Preparimi, located in Drelaj, a 
village in Peja Municipality, Republic of Kosovo. The elementary school that has been selected as 
a case for retrofit with its present heating system with no quality standards (old firewood stoves) 
and inadequate cleaning conditions (using only 40m wood per season), represented a potential 
risk for pupils and the building itself. The school was selected as a case study within the project 
collaboration between Sida – Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency and CNVP 
Foundation (Connecting Natural Values & People - a Netherlands based foundation, is a legacy 
organisation of SNV (Netherlands Development Organisation) in the Balkans. Established through 
a legal demerger, CNVP will continue the SNV forestry and rural development programme in the 
Balkans and beyond.), which resulted in installation of modern heating system with furnace and 
installation of a system of radiators within the whole building surface area. From the technical side, 
ensuring necessary wood chips from wood residues was made possible through agreement made 
with APFO Bjeshket e Rugoves (Association of private forest owners).

Technical characteristics of the building included external walls of 60 cm thickness, area of five 
classrooms and seven supported offices resulting in heating needs for volume of 801.00 m3, with 
specific heat for heating of 75w/m3. Firewood and classical stoves were used for heating of the 
building, which was heated only partly.

Wood chipper was provided in the framework of the same project - SIDA-CNVP, to the National 
Association of Private Forestry Owners, to be used by the local associations based on the agreement 
made. Mobile wood chipper, produced by LINDDANA TP (type TP160) and in accordance with EC 
Directives 2000/14/EC, is designed for stationary wood chipping in form of branches with the 
diameter of about 16 cm. The machine is equipped with a lifting point that is used while lifting the 
machine with a crane or with a fork lift truck. The capacity of machine is: 59 kW, weight in kg 585, 
RPM 540 with maximum pressure till 150 bars. Storage for automatic supply of wood chip boiler 
has been placed behind the school in the vicinity of the furnace with an opening to ensure the 
ventilation for the wood materials. 

Considering the fact that renewable energy remains an unestablished concept in Kosovo, the key 
thing for implementation of this case study was certainly implementation of adequate and proven 
technology for biomass heating installations. As a municipality run project, showing economic 
feasibility due to the lower price of wood chips and more efficient, this concept represents a show 
case of renewable energy in Peja municipality. 
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ENErGy poVErty
The inability to maintain a comfortable temperature in the home due to economic difficulty 
has been termed energy poverty. The exact definition in South-East Europe in reality has many 
different interpretations and definitions including those relating to insufficient energy to be able 
to heat home. As significant part of South-East Europe belongs to continental or even mountain 
climate, this is of course, of utmost importance.

In general, factors that are important in assessing whether a household is considered as being 
energy poor are - high energy prices, energy efficiency of the building (home – individual house 
or multi-family building) or high energy demand, low income, the inability to invest in energy 
efficiency, a lack of access to low-cost fuel, and political marginalisation.

Energy poverty is commonplace in South-East Europe, affecting nearly its entire population. 
Reasons behind this include energy prices, which in some of the countries have gone up by more 
than 500 percent since 1991; inefficient housing; a lack of systemic programmes to address the 
problem; and underdeveloped like the absence of metering and the inability to switch heating 
systems and suppliers – in Croatia, which joined EU in 2013, such factors were addressed only in 
2014 with a recently adopted Law on Heat Energy Market. The World Bank’s Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Report indicates that in Bosnia and Hercegovina in 2012 district heating was available 
only in 40% and gas was available in 20% of urban areas. In non-urban and mixed areas it is virtually 
unavailable and poverty rates here vary from 20% to 24%.

In principle, main factors that generate and develop energy poverty in South-East Europe can be 
simplified as follows:

   • Legacies of the centrally-planned economy - the existence of cross-subsidized energy prices 
during socialist period before 1990 and central government interference and ownership of 
energy enterprises;

   • Neoliberal energy reforms - rapid upward price rebalancing, accompanied by the unbundling/ 
liberalization/ marketization/ privatization of the energy sector. This can be expressed 
through the voice of typical consumer – Why we have to pay the EU price, while not earning 
EU salaries?!

   • Inadequate social protection and energy efficiency policies since 1990 including housing policy; 

HOW TO ADDRESS  
ENERGY POVERTY IN  
SOUTH-EAST EUROPE?

In order to treat energy poverty, innovative, customized schemes are needed.  State, entity, municipalities 
and local development organizations should increase capacity to plan and implement policies for 
sustainable, inclusive local economic development and poverty reduction primarily through fostering 
agriculture, rural economic and enterprise development. For example, a non-profit-oriented concept 
involving local community and fostering utilisation of renewable energy sources has been implemented 
in Croatia in form of RES-cooperatives. Even though it is still in its development stage, with local public 
interest in focus and a main goal embracing promotion of renewable energy resources through locally-
owned cooperatives, this concept can serve as one of the tools to prevent energy poverty, too. Its 
potential lies in locally-owned investments, creation of new jobs at local level and new income for local 
communities thereby contributing to energy stability. Since a portion of energy demand is produced 
locally and with no profit in mind, there is an option to adjust prices in order to prevent energy poverty 
of the local population.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

BErovo municipality, Fyr oF macEDonia:  
BIoMaSS hEatING for prIMary School  
in bErovo

In May 2013 National Association of Private Forest Owners in Macedonia (NAPFO) assisted by CNVP 
Macedonia has successfully finished a project of installation of biomass boiler and heating system 
for primary school in village Dvorishte - municipality of Berovo. The project implementation started 
in December 2011 and ended on 31 May 2013.

Dvorishte is located 14 km from Berovo town (app. 175 km SW from Skopje, a few km from border with 
Bulgaria) with a population of around 757 inhabitants. Berovo is a municipality in eastern Macedonia 
but also the name of the town where the municipal seat is found. In total, Berovo municipality has 
app. 14.000 inhabitants – this is the historical center of Maleševska region (farming area), known for 
its cheese, farming (mountain potatoes), livestock (sheep) and wood products. 

Main partners in the project worth app. 47.000 euros were NAPFO, Municipality of Berovo, CNVP 
Macedonia and UNDP-GEF SGP Macedonia while initial consultancy support was provided by North-West 
Croatia Regional Energy Agency. Dvorishte school is attended by 150 children and before the project the 
school was heated with fuel oil, which was considered as an expensive and non-sustainable option. 

The investment in heating system in Macedonia was supported by UNDP-GEF with advisory support 
from CNVP through the Sida project (donor programme of the Swedish government). The project also 
supported NAPFO with a wood chipping machine to grind the wood residues while NAPFO organised 
local private forest owners to collect the wood waste from the private forests in the municipality 
and to produce biomass fuel. Advaced biomass boiler, installed for heating has an energy efficiency 
of 95% and such system was installed for the first time in Eastern part of FYR of Macedonia.

The project initiated by NAPFO as a pioneer in wood chips production in Macedonia. The forests in Macedonia 
according to ownership are divided in state and private forest. Private forests occupy around 10% of the 
total forest fund. In 2014, there were around 55,000 registered owners of private forests of which about 
1,400 owners are organized in NAPFO. Owners of private forests are generally part of the population living 
in rural areas of the country. In these areas the possibilities for achievement of revenue and employment 
are lower than in urban areas and this emphasises the importance of this pioneering project. 

According to the last census in FYR of Macedonia, over 70% 
of households used fire wood as a source for heating. Only 
2% of households have installed central heating and firewood 
is mainly consumed on the most traditional way (inefficient 
heating ovens). 

Berovo school pupil drawing clean nature – Healthy life  
(Photo courtesy of REGEA)
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challEngE oF sustainablE 

EnErgy invEstmEnts in  

South-EaSt EuropE
Energy sector of South-East Europe countries is that this region is less advanced in its transition to 
well-functioning market economies if compared with the rest of Europe. Present governance of the 
energy sectors in South-East Europe countries should be fundamentally modified for each country 
in a transparent, efficient and competitive way – giving more autonomy to local governments. The 
end result would be their revived economies and increased standard of living for the citizens by 
attracting the investment needed. The region’s central challenge will be job creation which may be 
enhanced by investments in labour intensive renewable energy sources e.g. biomass.

If we take into account the energy consumption trends presented in the Energy Strategy of the 
Energy Community of South East Europe (2012), it is easily to predict that demand for electricity will 
not be fully met by as much as about 10 percent in 2020. Year 2030 can only bring more pessimistic 
perspective with a gap increase of more than double. It is obvious that supply-demand balance 
could only be met with substantial investments, in the range of €44.6 billion in the energy sector, 
and even more financial resources to manage the transition into a low-carbon economy. 

With the economic crisis, the capacity of governments to finance investment on their own and 
attract private investment is likely to become more difficult. To ensure development of efficient 
energy infrastructure related to economic growth decisive reform actions will have to be made in 
SEE countries or the multiple challenges facing the energy sector will not be met. The importance 
of energy efficiency potential for this region becomes even more visible if we take in consideration 
the consumption side - economies in the region use twice more energy per dollar of GDP than 
countries in Western European. 

Availability of investments and awareness on sustainable technologies are in firm relation – if there 
is continuous lack of information, awareness and capacity for energy efficiency – financial resources 
to develop and implement sustainable energy investments will be low as well. In relation, financial 
institutions will lack of technical capacity to evaluate sustainable energy projects which will result 
with overall perception of the energy efficiency sector as higher risk sector. 

South-East of Europe has an untapped potential of creating a strong regional market - where not 
just trust between the partners is necessary but also trust from national government which should 
give up control to some extent and actively delegate the responsibilities to local governments in 
order to create conditions for partner trade from across the borders.

Local authorities in South-East Europe have limited financial and technical resources for implementation 
of sustainable energy measures. In addition, macroeconomic situation in that countries is quite 
challenging - recession with massive unemployment and major downside risks. The additional 
challenge here is limited borrowing capacity of countries under an IMF support scheme and how to 
find possibilities for realising such investments. These countries need to assess carefully the options 
available to finance energy efficiency projects and investments in renewable energy. Therefore it is 
important to understand the role of possible funding programmes as external support for accelerated 
reforms in the region. Overview of financial sources for potential candidate countries and Croatia 
as member state of European Union is given in the next table. Republic of Croatia, as a member 
state of European Union has access to the greatest financial opportunities; EU Structural Funds (SF) 
and EU Cohesion Fund (CF). The Structural and Cohesion Funds (SCF) represent a huge potential 
for funding the implementation of sustainable energy action plans in regions and cities in Croatia. 
However, results from the former projects dealing with the use of structural funds for sustainable 
energy projects have identified several barriers for using SCF to fund sustainable energy projects. 
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oVErVIEw of Support  
proGraMS for South-EaSt  
EuropE couNtrIES

SUPPORT PROGRAMS AVAILABILITY PURPOSE

Instrument for Pre-Accession 
Assistance (IPA)

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Kosovo, FYR of Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Serbia, Turkey and Albania 

1.Energy efficiency and the rational 
use of energy projects

2. Renewable energy sources

GIZ – Open Regional Funds for South 
East Europe – Energy Efficiency (ORF 
EE)

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Kosovo, FYR of Macedonia, 
Montenegro and Serbia

Supporting regional networks of 
energy relevant institutions which act 
as drivers of innovation for energy 
efficiency in their respective countries

partners from three different countries. Focus is on 

EU Structural Funds (SF) Croatia
1. Energy efficiency projects 

2. Renewable energy projects
Public and private beneficiaries

EU Cohesion Fund (CF) Croatia

1. Environmental protection projects

2. Energy efficiency projects

3. Renewable energy projects

European Local ENergy Assistance 
(ELENA)

Croatia, FYR of Macedonia
1. Technical assistance for project 
preparation

European Energy Efficiency Fund 
(EEE-F)

Croatia

1. Technical assistance

2. Loans

Market-based financing (interest rate depends on the risk 

EBRD
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Kosovo, FYR of Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Serbia and Albania

1. Loans

2. Equity

3. Guarantees

loans available from partner banks and financing facilities 

WeBSEFF II
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, FYR 
of Macedonia and Serbia

1. Energy efficiency projects

2. Renewable energy projects

3. Technical assistance

WBIF
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Kosovo, FYR of Macedonia and Albania

1. Environmental protection projects

2. Energy efficiency projects

3. Renewable energy sources

Green for Growth Fund Southeast 
Europe

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Croatia, Kosovo, FYR of Macedonia 
Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey

1. Loans

2. Equity

3. Guarantees

4. Technical assistance

Investments through financial institutions range from EUR 
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oVErVIEw of Support 
proGraMS for South-EaSt 
EuropE couNtrIES

BENEFICIARY OF FUND FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK

1.Energy efficiency and the rational 
Private entities, individual residents, housing associations, 
public entities (municipalities and their associations)

EU grant contribution: 50-100% of eligible costs

East Europe – Energy Efficiency (ORF 

efficiency in their respective countries

Public and non-governmental institutions
Each sub-project must include at least three project 
partners from three different countries. Focus is on 
Technical Assistance

1. Energy efficiency projects 
Public and private beneficiaries

Project size and other conditions will be determined by the 
Operational programmes

Structural funds available in 2013: around EUR 300 
million- maximum grant component: up to 85% of eligible 
expenditures

2. Energy efficiency projects
Cohesion Fund supports mostly large infrastructure 
projects which form part of national development 
programmes

Minimum project size: EUR 25 million for environmental and 
EUR 50 million for transport projects- Grant funding limited 
to 85%

Around EUR 150 million available for 2013

Public investors (cities, regions and municipalities)

Minimum project size: 30 million EUR

Leverage factor: 20

Current budget set at 39 million EUR (for all ELENA 
facilities: EIB, EBRD, KfW, CEB)

Grants cover up to 90% of eligible costs

European Energy Efficiency Fund Private entities, individual residents, housing assoc public 
entities (municipalities and public companies), ESCOs

Loans between EUR 5-25 million

Market-based financing (interest rate depends on the risk 
structure of the investment)

Leverage factor: 20

Grants cover up to 90% of eligible costs (EUR 20 million 
available for grants)

Private and public sector

Direct loans for projects larger than EUR 5 million, smaller 
loans available from partner banks and financing facilities 
(CroPSSF, WeBSEFF, EFSE)

 Market based loan interests

1. Energy efficiency projects

Private and public sector
Loans up to EUR 2.5 million with a grant component in form 
of reduction of 15-20% of loan principle, if expected energy 
savings are achieved

2. Energy efficiency projects Private and public sector

Loans up to EUR 500 million for major capital investments 
are provided by the participating banks (EIB, EBRD, CEB) 
and interest rates depend on the risk structure of the 
investment

Grant funds can be used to cover project preparation costs

Private and public sector
Investments through financial institutions range from EUR 
500,000 to 5 million, market based loan interests
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ENErGy plaNNING aND MultI-lEVEl 
govErnancE

Local and regional policies and plans can be critical for promoting sustainable energy and regulating energy 
development activities. Community-based efforts to inform and influence policy making at the regional 
level are also helping to accelerate progress toward a sustainable energy supply and use structure.

An encouraging trend is that in many regions of South-East Europe policy makers are beginning to 
perceive the potential economic benefits of sustainable energy, such as increased employment/ 
earnings, regional economic gain, and contribution to security of energy supply among others. This 
represents a significant policy shift with regards to the old view in which especially renewable energy 
sources were viewed only as non-commercial or rural energy sources.

In consequence of the privatisation and decentralisation in the energy sector, local governments in 
South-East Europe will soon (or already have) develop new roles:

   • Energy consumption (buildings, public transport, municipal services – street lighting etc.),

   • Energy production and supply,

   • Regulation and investment in the local energy sector,

   • Motivation, promotion and education for citizens, entrepreneurs and industry.

Some of the local governments in South-East Europe already started to implement various activities 
for the implementation of those new roles. Most of them orientate their efforts to reduce energy 
consumption and own expenditures for energy cost, minimising pollution and changing the behaviour 
of end-users in the residential sector, services and local industries.

The importance of multi-level governance is widely recognised on EU level – it is widely accepted that local 
governments can play an important role in scaling-up local action and effectively linking it with national 
policies. For South-East Europe this is still a challenge. The overall culture of a political dialogue and 
especially between different levels of governance within the country is generally underdeveloped – this is 
a common situation for all South-East Europe countries analysed within this paper.

Multi-level governance is the area where a lot of progress for South-East Europe countries is still to be 
achieved. While the technical knowledge already exists and technologies are available, documented and 
ready, many non-technical barriers are still to overcome. These include lack of dialogue culture, complicated 
political decision processes, administrative burdens, lack of capacities, inefficient regulatory framework, etc. 

In the future, local governments should play a critical role in the implementation of sustainable energy 
policies and in addition for being implementation agents for national energy efficiency policies, local 
governments can show, by example leadership in sustainable energy use. 
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sustainablE EnErgy and thE 

MultI-lEVEl GoVErNaNcE IN 
South-EaSt EuropE (lEVElS, 
INStruMENtS aND actIVItIES)

lEvEl suBJEcts instrumEnts activitiEs

Local Cities, municipalities Implementation
Local planning (SEAPs etc.), co-operation, partnership, 
investments

Regional

Counties (CRO)

cantons (BiH), districts 
(SRB),…

Planning and 
implementation

Strategic planning, financial and organisational 
support, network

National
Government 
(ministries)

Planning and policies - 
legislation

Funding programmes, R&D, national action plans, 
energy strategies

EU /Regional
European Union/ 
Energy community

Setting (binding) 
targets 

Financial, political and organisational support 
(programmes), supporting structures

Global UNCCC Defining goals COPs (negotiation), trading schemes

covenant of mayors ceremony 2011 at European parliament in Brussels (Photo courtesy of CoM)
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

municipality oF KarposH, Fyr oF  
macEDonia: subsidy modEl For  

construction oF EnErgy  

EFFiciEnt buildings

Karposh is one of the 10 municipalities that make up the city of Skopje - according to the last 
national census from 2002, the municipality has 59,666 inhabitants. Karposh is the first municipality 
in FYR of Macedonia that created and successfully implemented five-year-long Program for Energy 
Efficiency (2008-2012) and the only local municipality that joined the Covenant of Mayors initiative. 
In addition, it is one of the very few cities and municipalities in South-east Europe that developed 
and officially adopted Rulebook for construction of buildings in the Municipality of Karposh. 

Main roles of the Rulebook are twofold: besides stipulated building requirements, it also contains a 
procedure that defines a subsidy model (FIGURE) aimed at fostering energy efficiency in terms of thermal 
insulation properties. According to the Article 12 of the Rulebook, 20% refund in communal tax costs could 
be achieved if installed thermal insulation exceeds minimum requirements stipulated in the Rulebook 
by 10% and if renewable energy sources are utilized for at least one purpose in the same building. 
Implementation of the model resulted in the following achievements (15 February 2012 to November 2013):

• 119 applications obtained building permits for residential, public and industrial objects on the 
territory of the Municipality of Karposh;

• 68 applications (57%) with annual energy consumption for heating < 60 kWh/(m²a) paid 20% less 
communal taxes according to Article 12 of the Rulebook;

• 51 applications (43%) with annual energy consumption for heating < 90 kWh/(m²a) satisfied 
prescribed requirements for buildings by Rulebook;

The subsidy model caused that 
construction of low-energy buildings in 
the Municipality of Karposh become a 
rapidly growing practice.

Renovated multi-apartment building  
(Photo courtesy of Karposh municipality)
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ExIStENcE aND rolE of 
SupportING StructurES
Covenant of Mayors is the mainstream European movement involving local and regional authorities, 
together with the municipal associations playing a relevant role on a regional as well as on the national 
level by promoting successful locally-organised projects that are afterwards implemented on a wider 
basis. They are committed to scaling up energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources on 
their territories. By their commitment, Covenant signatories (statistical data per country are shown in 
the table below) aim to meet and exceed the European Union 20-20-20 targets.

CoM signatories and population in the SEE countries (September 2014)

country
number of 
signatories

% in total number of 
signatories

population covered
% in total population 

covered

Albania 1 0,01 421 286 0,22

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

15 0,25 1 564 387 0,82

Croatia 59 0,99 1 926 026 1,00

FYRM 3 0,05 785 000 0,41

Kosovo 0 0,00 0 0,00

Moldova 23 0,38 624 784 0,33

Montenegro 3 0,05 141 416 0,07

Serbia 2 0,03 75 064 0,04

Ukraine 75 1,26 10 823 000 5,67

Total 181 3,02 16 360 963 8,56

Considering a role of local governments at national level, it has been observed that energy-related 
topics are also in focus of municipalities, cities and counties (regions) in South-East European countries. 
Even though their commitment is sometimes insufficiently respected, there are many examples of 
local authorities actively participating in locally-important issues discussed at national and regional 
level associations. 

As a non-profit organization, ZELS - Association of the units of local self-government of the FYR of 
Macedonia brings together representatives of all Macedonian municipalities. Its 81 members (80 
municipalities and the City of Skopje) participate in various fields through different bodies and 
organizations. When it comes to energy-related topics, there is a Committee on Energy, one of 14 
committees composed of mayors of 8 participating municipalities. Apart from Committees, ZELS performs 
its activities through professional networks composed of municipal administration representatives who 
perform activities in the same area. One of them is dedicated to energy and energy efficiency.

Association of Cities of the Republic of Croatia is composed of 120 Croatian cities represented 
by their mayors. The main goal of their activities is focused on decentralisation as a 
general principle and desirable process in Croatia. This embraces decentralisation in all 
areas including allocation of the funds from national budget as well as a higher level of 
responsibility of local authorities in various fields which are important for local population.  
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North-West Croatia Regional Energy agency – founding 
authorities, management board and senior management. the 
key of success is in true partnership. (Photo courtesy of REGEA)

Taking into account the program of subsidiaries provided by Energy Efficiency and Environmental 
Protection Fund in Croatia, it is important for their cities to actively participate in relevant projects 
such as co-financing energy efficiency measures in households – if they want the program to be 
implemented in their areas, they have to apply for the funds and financially support its implementation. 

NALAS is a network of associations of local authorities of South-East Europe. It has 16 full members. 
There is a range of activities covered by six task forces dealing with various important fields. One 
of them is committed to energy efficiency and related topics. The Network is governed by a Skopje-
based secretariat responsible for the overall coordination and the implementation of the activities.

Regional and local energy agencies throughout Europe were recognized as an effective instrument for 
providing technical assistance and support to local and regional governments in the implementation 
of energy programs and projects based on energy sustainability, increase of energy efficiency, greater 
usage of renewable energy sources and environmental protection.

More than 15 years ago, it was recognised that local and regional authorities in Europe lacked the 
knowledge and skills needed to implement sustainable energy solutions. In response to this need, about 
80 new energy agencies have been created by the Intelligent Energy Europe programme, adding to 
approximately 200 which had been created since the early 1990’s by the SAVE programme. This was 
seen as a long term EU initiative to establish the necessary infrastructure and skills at local and regional 
levels across the EU.

The main task of an energy agency is to provide continuous expert support to local and regional 
governments in energy sustainable development of counties, cities and municipalities.
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Energy agencies in South East Europe according to the ManagEnergy Directory of energy 
agencies in 2014 

sEE country name of energy agency official internet site

Albania
AEA-Albania Energy Association

Albanian National Agency of Natural Resources

www.aea-al.org

www.akbn.gov.al

Croatia

North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency

Medimurje Energy Agency

Regional Energy Agency North

Istrian Regional Energy Agency

Regional Energy Agency Kvarner

www.regea.org

www.menea.hr

www.rea-sjever.hr

www.irena-istra.hr

www.reakvarner.hr

Turkey Eskon Energy Efficiency Consultancy Co. www.eskonevd.com

Macedonia
Macedonian Center for Energy Efficiency

Energy Agency of the Republic of Macedonia

www.macef.org.mk

www.ea.gov.mk

Moldova Alliance for Energy Efficiency and Renewables www.aeer.md

Serbia

Provincial Energy Efficiency Centre Novi Sad

Regional Euro-energy Centre Kragujevac

Regional Energy Efficiency Centre Nis

www.peec.uns.ac.rs

www.ept.kg.ac.rs

mladens@masfak.ni.ac.yu

Ukraine Agency for Rational Energy Use and Ecology www.arena-eco.com

There are a large number of EU associations aiming to support successful energy transition of cities and 
municipalities in the whole area of Europe and here will be mentioned some of the most successful:

   • European Federation of Agencies and Regions for Energy and the Environment FEDARENE - www.
fedarene.org;

   • European Association of local authorities in energy transition - Energy Cities - www.energy-cities.eu;

   • Council of European Municipalities and Regions –CEMR - www.ccre.org;

   • Network of major European cities: EUROCITIES - www.eurocities.eu;

   • Network of European Metropolitan Regions and Areas – METREX - www.eurometrex.org;

   • Sustainable Cities and Towns Campaign - ESCT Campaign - www.sustainablecities.eu

   • Network of associations of local authorities of South East Europe  - NALAS - www.nalas.eu.

It is a difficult task to select the most significant from the large number of international organizations 
dealing with energy and environmental issues. So the selection criterion was its influence on multi-
level governance. It has been shown that advancing governance of climate change across all levels 
of government and relevant stakeholders is crucial to avoid policy gaps between local action plans 
and national policy frameworks (vertical integration) and to encourage cross-scale learning between 
relevant departments or institutions in local and regional governments (horizontal dimension).

According to the above criterion, the most prominent international organisations in South-East Europe 
are international organizations are:

   • Cities Climate Leadership Group - C40 - www.c40cities.org;

   • Local governments for sustainability - ICLEI - www.iclei.org;

   • German International Cooperation – Open Regional Funds for South-East Europe - www.giz.de;

   • United Nations Development Programme – UNDP - www.undp.org.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLESBEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

municipality oF Bornova, turKEy:  
SuStaINaBlE ENErGy DEVElopMENt at  
thE MuNIcIpal lEVEl

Bornova was the first Turkish city to join Energy Cities association and second to join Covenant of 
Mayors initiative in 2011. Over the past four years, the Municipality of Bornova is undergoing a 
process of sustainable energy development through implementation of capital investment projects 
in industry, buildings and transport. One of the most interesting projects, Renovation of Historic 
Heritage, aims to renovate some of the country-wide significant cultural places in a sustainable way. 
In addition, Bornova takes part in ENGAGE communications campaign initiated under Intelligent 
Energy Europe Programme area: European Networking for Local Action-ENLA.

In order to promote energy-related projects, the Municipality of Bornova presented its activities to 
students at the Ege University. A group of them has been selected to promote energy efficiency and 
sustainability through increasing visibility of the Municipality’s projects by taking photos of Bornova. 

ENGAGE campaign provided the municipality with a suitable virtual tool to highlight City actions:

   • The Sustainable Energy Action Plan of Bornova aims to reduce CO
2
 emission by 25% until 2020;

   • With planned 3 million m2 in 2020, a total green area in the Municipality will double in size 
compared to 1.5 million m2 in 2009;

   • Municipality of Bornova has signed protocols with two licensed oil collecting companies in 2011; 
50 thousand litres have been collected so far;

   • Collection and separation of domestic solid waste at its source ensuring their reintegration to 

the nature.

The main municipal buildings of Bornova have started to use White LED (light emitting diode) lamps 
that consume less than a quarter of the electricity compared to fluorescent lighting.

Example of EngagE campaign for Bornova (Photo courtesy of Bornova municipality)
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ExpEctatIoNS froM Eu aND 
conclusions

Taking into account all difficulties and barriers that have to be overcomed by South-East European 
countries on their energy transition way, it is expected that European Commission would recognize 
all the efforts that have been made so far. Not only in South-East Europe but also all across the 
EU, local authorities have already proved to be a significant partner in projects comprising energy 
efficiency and renewable energy sources measures that contribute to the achieving of common EU 
targets.

South-East Europe countries experienced radical changes over the period of last two decades 
in all fields of the economy, including energy sector. Cities and municipalities have by all means 
contributed to the progress in energy sectors from the perspective of sustainability. However, 
from the perspective of energy transition, there is still an open question whether these countries 
have reached the level of sustainability needed to pair up (so they could be equal partners) to 
the member states of the European Union. In this regard, the expectations and needs of local 
authorities in these countries are inevitably higher than in the old EU member states. It comes to 
no surprise that this need was recognised in the framework of Covenant of Mayors CLUB initiative – 
Croatian Covenant of Mayors was formed as one of the first national Covenant of Mayors initiatives 
in Europe. 

Viewed from a top-down approach, in addition to political commitment by governments, a 
concerted effort is needed towards the improvement of energy efficiency from all key stakeholders 
- businesses, regulators and non-governmental sector. Local authorities have proved many times to 
be main accelerators of energy transition starting from the ground. In order to promote initiatives 
of this kind, the crucial acknowledgment of local authorities as key partners in climate protection 
and energy transition has to derive from the highest level of key institutions. Political support 
coming from the Commission, European Parliament, Committee of the Regions and other EU 
institutions is certainly a crucial factor to encourage local and regional authorities of South-East 
Europe countries in continuous efforts in achieving transition towards sustainable future.

Present governance of the energy sectors in South-East European countries should be 
fundamentally modified in a transparent, efficient and competitive way – giving more autonomy 
to local governments. The end result would be their revived economies and increased standard of 
living for the citizens by attracting the needed investment.

Although local governments can be very active and on many occasions have the crucial role in 
leading the way in national sustainable energy development, a municipality, a town or a region can 
turn into an overheard voice if observed from a wider perspective. What a city/region cannot do 
alone, can be achieved by collaboration – bringing together key regional and local level stakeholders 
to meet and to harmonize their energy policies and projects. Joining international networks of 
local bodies aimed at promoting renewable energy will ensure additional strength to their own 
decisions.

Sustainable energy development, can only be adequately addressed if action is taken at all levels 
of government - international, national, regional and local. As a result, local governments have a 
unique possibility to reform pre-existing local policies and practices - expected climate impacts 
have to be taken into account as well as issues such as mitigation of the emissions in a cost-effective 
and timely manner. Finally, local governments may provide an opportunity to experiment and learn 
about innovative solutions at relatively small-scale. These features of city-scale action on climate 
change lend support for strengthened multi-scalar national policy frameworks which further exploit 
some of the advantages of designing and implementing climate change policy at local scale. 



panel discussion on Energy 
transition of cities and 
towns. How to support 
this in South-East Europe? 
Workshop in Rijeka, 2013 
(Photo courtesy of GIZ)

aBout thIS puBlIcatIoN

Making the energy transition for local governments in South-East Europe is not an easy task, especially 
since sustainable development is sometimes considered as a luxury activity reserved for wealthy 
and more developed EU regions and communities. Energy transition for local governments should 
include more sustainable use and more equitable share of often limited resources, including energy, 
which can be a significant challenge for all countries in South-East Europe. The main objective of this 
paper is to identify the needs and available support for the sustainable energy transition in cities and 
municipalities of South-East Europe and to provide some practical guidance and inspiration in that 
respect.

The paper is a follow-up to the successful workshop Energy transition of cities and towns. How to 
support this in South-East Europe? organized jointly by Energy Cities and GIZ - Open Regional Fund 
Energy Efficiency with the support of North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency – REGEA at the 
NEXPO- Conference 2013 held in Rijeka, Croatia in September 2013. Some views were presented at 
the panel discussion Sustainable energy challenge for all - Small step for you is a big step for Europe. 
What do we expect from each other? which featured high-level representatives of the following 
organisations/municipalities: European Commission - DG ENLG, Energy Cities, City of Bornova 
(Turkey), City of Koprivnica (Croatia), City of Zenica (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Karposh Municipality 
(FYR of Macedonia), FYR of Macedonia Association of Municipalities and North-West Croatia 
Regional Energy Agency.

On the basis of inputs received from representatives of municipalities, associations, energy agencies, 
EU and international organizations as well as taking into account their own findings, the authors 
developed this paper including, inter alia, an analysis of needs and expectations of municipalities in 
non-EU MS in SEE, gaps not filled by existing support schemes and conclusions for further action.






